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ABSTRACT: A database program called WorkPlan has been created to systematically develop weekly work
plans. Such work plans are used by crew foremen in scheduling work packages and allocating available labor
and equipment resources. WorkPlan adopts the Last Planner methodology, which implements several lean construction techniques. A week prior to conducting work, WorkPlan guides the user step by step through the
process of spelling out work packages, identifying constraints, checking constraint satisfaction, releasing work
packages, and allocating resources; then at the end of the week, collecting field progress data and reasons for
plan failure. This systematic approach helps the user create quality work plans and learn from understanding
reasons for failure. The lean planning philosophy underlying WorkPlan and the functionality of the computer
program implementation are detailed in this paper. Various ways of displaying work package data are illustrated.
WorkPlan’s job-shop scheduling view complements the view traditionally adopted by project management, as
is reflected in scheduling tools using the critical-path method.

INTRODUCTION
Scheduling of construction work is usually done with the
support of computer tools that implement the critical-path
method (CPM). These tools have served project managers well
in their effort to plan and oversee construction projects in the
process of administering contracts. They also have presented
a common representation (based on activities of given duration
and unit resources allocated to them, as well as predecessor
relationships between activities) for different parties involved
in a construction project to communicate with one another who
should be doing what work and when. However, these tools
are inadequate in terms of use and expressiveness when it
comes to supporting production planning and control, that is,
supporting those who are performing construction work in the
field.
The ability to actually get work done at the construction
work face depends on the availability of resources. Resource
availability must be checked prior to starting the work. Resources relevant to field workers, namely erection drawings,
materials, equipment and tools, available work space, and
methods specifications, rarely, if ever, are explicitly described
in CPM schedules. Using CPM, one can allocate resources to
activities, however, CPM does not make it easy to specify and
check prerequisite resources. A CPM user could add a predecessor activity, one for each prerequisite. Not only is it tedious
to do so, it also requires a different mind set, not to mention
that the activity network would explode in size. Project management’s schedules are therefore useless to those doing the
work.
Accordingly, field workers developed their own special-pur1
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pose planning systems called weekly work plans, but they
have done so with varying degrees of success. Although systems tend to differ from one company to the other, the information in them is usually work-to-be-done, people and equipment assigned for specific days or hours, and materials needed.
Even though actual resource allocation and checking is done
in preparation of the weekly work plan, resources do get crossallocated or over-allocated, resulting in conflict. This occurs
because there is no easy mechanism to verify resource assignment when the weekly work plan is spelled out on paper.
Therefore, the biggest problem field workers face is coping
with discrepancies between anticipated, actually needed, and
available resources. Numerous uncertainties (e.g., ambiguities
in design drawings, errors in take-off, fabrication errors requiring rework, delays in shipment, damage during handling,
etc.) affect the flow of resources prior to their application.
Shielding field workers from that uncertainty by means of
proper planning is key to minimizing impact on their productivity.
This issue is addressed in this paper first by presenting a
crew-level planning system that implements such a shielding
method in order to overcome this deficiency in current practice
with regard to weekly work planning. More importantly, lean
construction techniques have been implemented in a database
application called WorkPlan. WorkPlan systematically guides
users through the steps required for creating a quality work
plan. Its underlying data-checking mechanism helps maintain
data consistency. WorkPlan allows the data to be organized in
various ways for accounting purposes and to display performance measures.
TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO PROJECT
SCHEDULING
Weekly work planning is planning with the highest level of
detail prior to having (skilled) laborers carry out the work.
Actual resource allocation and checking is done in the preparation stage of the weekly work plan. Currently, most weekly
work plans are drawn up by hand, using pen and paper. If a
work package spans more than one week, its description will
have to be rewritten each time a new plan is made, week after
week. Also, information regarding laborers and equipment required in multiple work packages will have to be duplicated
from one form to the next. Most paper-based weekly work
plans are discarded after they have served their purpose: crew
supervisors use them as ‘‘cribsheets’’ to sequence work, assign
work, and mobilize resources. Russell and Froese (1997),
therefore, referred to such plans as ‘‘throw-away’’ schedules.
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The opportunity for supervisor or management feedback and
learning is thereby lost.
In addition, weekly work plans bear little relationship to the
CPM of the project. More surprisingly, they are not used to
track labor hours spent (time cards) or the completion of work.
Once construction has been carried out, progress is recorded
in timesheets. Resources used are assigned to cost accounts to
manage project expenditures (e.g., pay for labor), which also
requires paying attention to detail.
The irony of this practice is that weekly work plans and
time sheets essentially contain the same information, namely
work to be done for a given week, though one looks one week
into the future and the other looks one week back. Nevertheless, two separate forms are typically used and there appears
to be no explicit relationship between them. Tying the two
together is the missing link between production and project
management.
The traditional construction management approach is to define activities and schedule work to be done, prior to the start
of construction, in terms of what SHOULD be done. Activities
are identified, timed, and sequenced so as to best serve the
project objectives. The mental attitude driving this type of
scheduling is ‘‘can-do.’’ It means that those doing the work
(i.e., production crews) are being committed by management
to doing (WILL) whatever the schedule says SHOULD be
done, with no real consideration for what they are actually
able to do (CAN) at any specific point in time. RESOURCES

FIG. 1.

simply are assumed to be available when needed, so that
SHOULD presumably is do-able and guaranteed to result in
DID. After the schedule has been determined and as construction progresses, it is up to those production crews to gather
what resources they have on hand and to adhere to the schedule as well as they can.
The can-do attitude is rooted in the fact that the person or
organization responsible for producing the schedule does not
have a clear understanding of the work to be performed. Because they lack the hands-on experience, they cannot clearly
define the full scope or assess the real nature of the work to
be done, methods to be used, and required capacity of resources to be applied. Thus, work cannot be planned at the
level of detail that is required to optimally perform it and
control production. Therefore, the work force has traditionally
been told what goals to accomplish, and it was left up to them
to determine how to accomplish those goals, even though the
means to achieve them may be beyond their control. The reality is that the schedule reflects only anticipated resource
availability, but actual resource availability can differ substantially from it, so crews are bound to deviate from that original
schedule.
The limitations of the can-do mind set are made clear in
Figs. 1 and 2. In the traditional approach to planning,
SHOULD would point directly to ‘‘Executing the Plan’’ (Fig.
1). Now consider that planning means selecting from what
SHOULD be done to complete a project, and deciding for

Traditional Planning Process versus Last Planner Approach (Ballard and Howell 1994a)

FIG. 2. Relationship between SHOULD, CAN, and WILL: (a) Situation A — WILL Is Subset of CAN; (b) Situation B — WILL Is Superset
of CAN; (c) Situation C — WILL and CAN Intersect with One Another (Goyen and Ballard 1996)
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given time frames what actually WILL be done. Because of
resource constraints, not all CAN be done. Compare situations
A and B [Figs. 2(a and b)]. In situation A, a subset of what
SHOULD be done CAN be done, and a subset of what CAN
be done WILL be done. Accordingly, there is a high likelihood
for what has been planned (WILL) to be successfully completed (DID). Note that 100% success is never guaranteed as
unforeseen plan execution failures may occur (e.g., due to machine breakdown or accidents).
In situation B, CAN is a subset of WILL. While commitments (WILL) may have been made during planning, not all
CAN be successfully pursued, so the plan is doomed to fail
(DID differs from SHOULD). Most construction projects,
however, are best characterized by situation C. CAN and
WILL both are subsets of SHOULD, but they overlap only
partially with each other. The plan typically is developed
(WILL) without knowing what CAN be done, and it is left up
to the production crews to find out what intersection exists
between the two when they try to execute the plan.

within the week tracked and the reasons for deviation
identified?
Having a plan meet the aforementioned quality criteria is no
guarantee for plan success. As mentioned previously, a plan
could always fail upon execution. However, the purpose of the
Last Planner is to help minimize plan quality failures so that
unnecessary execution failures can be avoided. Only assignments that meet these quality criteria may be put on a weekly
work plan.
Weekly work plans should not be just a drop-out from a
master schedule, but a more detailed schedule considering the
actual circumstances. Such detail may be represented at the
work package level. Accordingly, it is necessary for a list of
work packages that describe a project (SHOULD) to be
checked for what CAN be done. The WorkPlan constraintbased database for work package scheduling supports this task.
WORK PACKAGE SCHEDULING
Work Package Definition

THE LAST PLANNER
Finding out what CAN be done at the time work is to be
performed not only is a time-consuming endeavor, it also defeats the very purpose of planning. We therefore propose that
the crew perform a last step in planning — whence ‘‘The Last
Planner’’ (the term denotes both the method as well as the
person who applies the method) — a reasonable time (e.g., a
week) prior to performing work. This step enables them to
identify what part of the work that SHOULD be done CAN
be done, and then commit (WILL) to doing only that work.
The resulting Last Planner’s schedule thus reflects what WILL
be done, CAN be done, not simply what SHOULD be done.
Fig. 1 illustrates the Last Planner process that must precede
schedule execution to result in DID.
The Last Planner’s plan must be developed shortly before
performing work, e.g., during weekly work planning. Choosing what work field workers WILL perform in the next week
from what they CAN perform is termed ‘‘making quality assignments.’’ The reason for making only quality assignments
is to shield the production crew from uncertainties in workflow. Ballard and Howell (1998) propose that weekly work
plans are effective when assignments meet specific quality requirements for:
1. Definition: Are assignments specific enough so that the
right type and amount of materials can be collected, work
can be coordinated with other trades, and it is possible
to tell at the end of the week if the assignment has been
completed?
2. Soundness: Are all assignments workable? Are all materials on hand? Is design complete? Is prerequisite work
complete? Note that make-ready work will remain for
the foremen to do during the week, e.g., coordination
with trades working in the same area, movement of materials to the point of installation, etc. Nonetheless, the
intent is to do whatever can be done to get the work
ready before the week in which it is to be done.
3. Sequence: Are assignments selected from those that are
sound in priority order and in constructability order? Are
additional, lower-priority assignments identified as workable backlog, that is, are additional quality tasks available if case assignments fail or productivity exceeds expectations?
4. Size: Are assignments sized to the productive capability
of each crew or sub-crew, while still being achievable
within the plan period?
5. Learning: Are assignments that are not completed

Traditionally speaking, ‘‘a work package is a sub-element
of a construction project on which both cost and time data are
collected for project status reporting. All work packages combined constitute a project’s work breakdown structure’’ (Halpin 1985, p. 154). Work packaging is a planning process that
requires detailed understanding of the scope of the work and
constraining factors. Without proper consideration of the constraints, work packages would not be an effective means of
managing the job (Kim and Ibbs 1995). However, the literature
is vague on exactly how to clearly define a work package’s
scope. It is even harder to define what resources are needed
to meet those scope requirements. In order to systematically
track constraints that may prevent the successful execution of
work packages, each work package’s scope needs to be defined
clearly.
Our definition of a work package is more production rather
than control oriented. A work package defines a definite
amount of similar work to be done (or a set of tasks) often in
a well-defined area, using specific design information, material, labor, and equipment, and with prerequisite work completed. Grouping similar work allows a continuous flow of
resources to be achieved by moving crews from one area to
the next. That way, unnecessary interruptions can be avoided.
This enables the learning process, which in turn increases productivity (cf. the ‘‘learning curve’’).
It is often assumed in construction that the fastest way to
get the job done is to get any work done whenever possible,
but this assumption disregards the effort and time that goes
into mobilizing and demobilizing for any operation. In order
to avoid repeated mobilization and demobilization, an operation should not be started unless it can be finished without
interruptions. This criterion helps delimit the amount of work
in a work package. Using the Last Planner methodology, operations that span more than a week should be divided up in
units that take one week or less to complete, so that work
package completion at the end of the week can be statused
[see later discussion of Percent of Planned Completed (PPC)].
The units then must be sequenced to maintain continuity of
the operation.
The main objective for the development of the WorkPlan
constraint-based database for work package scheduling is to
allow close monitoring of work packages so that production
level planning according to the Last Planner method can be
achieved.
Work Package Features
A work package has constraints that must be satisfied in
order for it likely to be carried out successfully and without
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interruptions. Information regarding these constraints is
equally important as the early and late start and finish date, as
well as the cost of an activity. Since constraints are specific to
each work package, they should be tracked as part of the work
package information. These constraints are categorized in five
types, as constraints on contract, engineering, material, labor,
equipment, and prerequisite work.
1. Contract: Is this work package in the contract? Is it the
result of a newly-issued change order? Has the client
approved this work? Has all coordination information
been confirmed? Has the subcontract been issued?
2. Engineering: Have all submittals been turned in? Have
all submittals been approved? Have all shop drawings
been turned in? Have they all been approved? Are there
any outstanding requests for information (RFIs)? Have
all methods and procedures been decided? Have special
permits that may be required been secured? Have assembly drawings been received?
3. Materials: Have all fabrication drawings been produced? Have all material requirements and sources for
procurement been established? Have all requests for quotation (RFQs) been sent? Have all materials been purchased? Have all materials been fabricated? Have all the
materials been delivered? Have all the materials been
allocated?
4. Labor and equipment: Has the work package been
scheduled? Are the required laborers available for the
duration of the work? Is the required equipment available
for the duration of the work?
5. Prerequisite work and site conditions: Has all prerequisite physical work been completed? Have all work areas been cleared so that the work package can begin? Is
adequate storage space available to stage materials? Is
the site readily accessible? Are weather forecasts compatible with work requirements?
Even though a specific work package may require constraints
in addition to those listed, at least the most frequently recurring constraints have been covered here. The length of our list
indicates that the amount of work that goes into preparing a

FIG. 3.

work package is large and possibly more involved than performing construction itself. If any of these constraints is not
met for a specific work package, that work package should not
be started or its execution will likely be slowed down or interrupted during construction. As part of the Last Planner’s
quality criterion for soundness, all constraints must be satisfied
prior to the release of a work package to the site for construction.
In the best of circumstances, more work packages will have
been released than can be scheduled by the Last Planner. This
creates ‘‘workable backlog,’’ namely work the crew will be
able to perform should they finish early with all work assigned
to them, or should some of the assigned work fall through due
to unforeseen circumstances. The crew foreman can then judge
how to sequence work and select appropriate work methods,
given the crew’s best abilities and capacity limitations (factors
of no direct concern to project managers).
Fig. 3 shows the structure of work packages as they have
been implemented in WorkPlan. On the left side are the constraints that were enumerated. At the top are the resources
being considered in WorkPlan. At the bottom is accountingrelated data pertaining to the work package, including cost-todate and forecast-to-complete. Forecast-to-complete describes
in monetary terms the number of hours of labor and equipment
that the Last Planner expects to need to complete the work,
counting from the date of schedule updating onward. It bears
no direct relationship to the allocated budget or a numerical
average of past cost or schedule performance, but should reflect only remaining work to be done given the actual site
conditions anticipated. The Last Planner’s objective is to get
work done as efficiently as possible, which may or may not
be possible within the budgeted amount of money and time.
In contrast, traditional control systems usually compute forecast-to-complete based on actual-cost-to-date or actual-schedule-to-date. Forecast-to-complete then is either an extrapolation of the average throughout the project or the average over
a certain number of weeks based on progress-to-date. This
method tends to encourage crews to select work based on how
progress is measured (earned value), rather than allowing them
to get the entire job done efficiently.
On the right side of Fig. 3 is the derived information, in-

Structure of Work Packages in WorkPlan
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cluding timesheets, the cost report, and the PPC report. PPC
can be calculated by dividing the number of completed assignments by the total number of assignments each week (Ballard and Howell 1994a,b, 1998). It is a measurement used to
gauge the reliability of the planning system. PPC must be
tracked not only by recording work-packages’ completion
status, but also be elaborating on reasons for failure to complete the work as planned. This may be of value in the future
elaboration of constraints and it also enables learning.
IMPLEMENTATION OF WORKPLAN
In the application, the weekly work plan is generated using
a database. This database has information about the work
packages to be done and resources that can be used, i.e., the
laborers and the equipment within the company. Electronic
formats of this information usually exist in the company
whether it is in spreadsheets or word processor files. In
WorkPlan, this information can be captured and used throughout the project — a technique ‘‘capture information once and
at the source’’ recommended by process reengineering (Hammer 1990).
Generating a weekly work plan on a computer not only
saves time, but it can also prevent errors. A real-time cost
generation function can compare alternative resource allocations. A cross-allocation checking function can detect resource
conflicts (assignment of the same resource to different work
packages at the same time) before they arise on the site.
Since construction information presents itself in groupings
of similar data that are tightly interlinked, a database provides
a perfect platform for application development. From the variety of database management systems on the market, Microsoft Access 7.0 was chosen because it can be easily programmed through Visual Basic for Applications. It was also
chosen because the program can be distributed with the runtime version of Access so that users do not have to purchase
Access to run the WorkPlan database. Since specialty contractors are the main users of this application, affordability was
one criterion for software platform selection.
Work package data are the basis upon which all other data
are built. The Work Package Entry Form allows users to enter
information about the work package’s number, project number,
description, duration, and budget cost (no figure shown). In
the same manner, information about labor and equipment is
input (Fig. 4).
For each work package input by the user, WorkPlan gen-

FIG. 4.

erates five categories of constraints by default that refer to: (1)
contract; (2) engineering; (3) materials; (4) labor and equipment; and (5) prerequisite work. Fig. 5 shows how the program user can detail the problems and solutions for each category. The problems may be selected from the preloaded list
(see section ‘‘Work Package Features’’) or be written in by
the user if items need to be added or other wording is found
to be more appropriate. At the bottom of this screen are problems that are still outstanding, and at the top of the screen
those that have been solved. Once an outstanding problem has
been solved (checked), it automatically moves up to the top.
Solved problems are not deleted from the database even
though they require no further attention. Keeping them displayed confirms they have been attended to. The list of solved
problems can also be used to construct a knowledge base of
constraints to help anticipate problems with similar work in
the future.
Once all constraints for a work package are satisfied, the
work package can be released for construction. WorkPlan displays unreleased work packages at the top of the Work Package Release screen and displays released work packages at the
bottom of the same screen (no figure shown). By pressing the
down-arrow button, an unreleased work package can be released; by pressing the up-arrow, a released work package can
be unreleased. The latter should occur in exceptional circumstances only, if a previously unidentified constraint crops up
at the last minute or a constraint is not satisfied to the extent
it was anticipated.
The Resource Assignment Screen (Fig. 6) allows the Last
Planner to schedule a released work package. Only released
work packages can be scheduled for execution and have resources assigned to them. As shown in this screen capture, the
names of laborers and equipment to be assigned to a specific
work package are selected from a drop-down list using data
stored in the database. The hours represent the time each resource will work on the specific work package.
Once the schedule is set, WorkPlan checks the total number
of hours committed for each resource across all work packages
of all projects. It notifies the Last Planner if any resource is
assigned for more than 8 h/day, which is assumed to be a full
working day. If overtime is intended, then WorkPlan will apply
the corresponding charges. If overtime is the result of oversight, the Last Planner must revisit the work packages involved and reassign resources to balance them more evenly.
‘‘Remaining Work’’ is used in estimating the total cost of
the work package based on the expected unit cost and quantity

Laborer Information Input Screen
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FIG. 5.

Work Package Constraints Input Screen

FIG. 6.

Resource Assignment Screen
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FIG. 7.

FIG. 8.

Sample Weekly Work Plan

Resource Assignment Update Screen

of work that is left to be done. Every time the schedule is
modified, the Last Planner has the option of updating the estimate of the remaining work. This information is not generated within the database. It is based on the Last Planner’s
estimates based on the amount of work left. By estimating the
total cost of each work package, a realistic target cost can be
set.
Fig. 7 shows a weekly work plan generated using input from
the Resource Assignment Screen. It can be printed out and
handed to the field crew. Once a work package has been completed, the crew is expected to fill out the actual number of
hours they worked on each specific assignment and check
whether or not it was completed as planned. If not, they must
provide reasons for variance. This data is then entered into the
computer by means of the Resource Assignment Update
Screen.
The Resource Assignment Update Screen (Fig. 8) represents
the scheduled work at the left side and allows for user input
of the actual schedule at the right side. The default value of
the right side is ‘‘as scheduled.’’ Changes can easily be made
by selecting resources from the drop-down list and typing the
number of hours worked. The update can be used to generate

timesheets, if needed for accounting purposes. Tracking this
information provides the basis for the cost calculation and,
more importantly, allows for measurement of the reliability of
the current scheduling system.
The ‘‘Remaining Work’’ appears as it did on the Resource
Assignment Screen, that is, WorkPlan does not recalculate the
value in any way. Updates must be entered explicitly by the
Last Planner. The option button to record the completion of
the work package lets the planner specify that the work package for the whole project is complete and therefore can be
removed from the list of work that is ready to be carried out
(workable backlog).
After recording the information, reasons for variance (difference between ‘‘scheduled’’ and ‘‘actual’’) are input (Fig.
9). These reasons are divided into seven categories, namely:
(1) contract; (2) engineering; (3) material; (4) labor and equipment; (5) prerequisite work; (6) weather; and (7) accident. In
turn, WorkPlan uses this data to create the PPC report that
represents the reliability of the current planning system (Fig.
10). The vertical axis on the left shows the PPC. The axis on
the right is for the number of occurrences of reasons for each
category. The solid graph line represents PPC and the bars
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laborer by work package. Another useful report is a listing of
work packages per project, presenting a high-level view of
what the project entails.
RELATED WORK

FIG. 9.

Reasons for Incompletion Screen

correspond to the number of occurrences. The occurrences can
be used for deciding where to focus management attention in
order to improve the reliability of the planning system.
If desired, WorkPlan can generate a timesheet, grouping actual work completed by the laborer and total wages for each

FIG. 10.

FIG. 11.

Many planning systems exist that use CPM, such as Primavera Project Planner (Primavera 1997) and Microsoft Project (Microsoft 1997). These traditional systems are based on a
purely hierarchical top-down approach where every activity is
broken down into smaller ones, each one having a single parent. General contractors prepare executive level schedules to
cover the entire project duration. In turn, there superintendents
create lookahead schedules that reveal more detail on activities
to be executed in the near future (typically up to 3 or 4 weeks
out). Specialty contractors then prepare their own schedules to
meet the project’s needs. In turn, their crews detail actual work
in weekly work plans.
Fig. 11 shows the CPM schedules of two projects, each
performed by a different general contractor, but a single specialty contractor ‘‘SC 1’’ (shown by the cross-hatched activity)
performing part of the work in both. Even though a specialty
activity may be unique in each project (activity ‘‘a’’ in ‘‘Project A’’ and activity ‘‘b’’ in ‘‘Project B’’), the work requires
the repeated application of a specialty for ‘‘SC 1’’. The spe-

PPC Report

Relationship between Project and Subcontractor Schedules
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cialty contractor therefore tries to schedule work in a continuous flow, whereas the general contractor will schedule a sequence of dissimilar pieces of work. These tasks significantly
differ from one another so that different (computer) support
tools are needed.
Each specialty contractor’s detailed design, fabrication, procurement, and construction process tends to take the form of
a job shop (Tommelein and Ballard 1997) as is common in
manufacturing, where the products are made to fulfill particular customer orders. This view differs from the project view
adopted by general contractors and reflected in existing CPM
software. CPM focuses on the project itself, which has a definite start and finish date, in turn making it possible to compute
activity float and then level resource histograms by taking advantage of it. By contrast, job-shop scheduling focuses on the
continuous flow of work (jobs), where jobs have due dates but
their execution may be interwoven so that there is no clear
start or finish for the shop’s operation as a whole. Shop capacity tends to be a given, however, and it is therefore critical
to maintain a steady flow of work for all resources. This is
achieved by creating a workable backlog. Float then becomes
a secondary issue provided that the shop has adequate capacity
to perform all scheduled work. WorkPlan’s scheduling method
supports job-shop scheduling where the available resources are
known and the work-to-be-done is matched to keep them productive. WorkPlan supports the flow of information by making
all constraints explicit in the planning phase.
Quite a few commercial database packages exist to track
RFIs, submittals, drawings, etc. Examples are Expedition (Expedition 1997) and ProLog (Prolog 1998). WorkPlan also differs from these systems in that it adopts a work package view,
that is, all record keeping is structured in function of what
may constrain the execution of a work package. WorkPlan
database relations thus reflect constraints. By systematically
checking all constraints before work packages are released to
construction, one can avoid making low-quality assignments,
thereby increasing reliability in the construction process. Reliability is a key aspect of lean production theory (Howell and
Ballard 1994).
Application of the lean production theory in construction
was prompted by the theory’s success in manufacturing and
the appeal of its emphasis on the management of flow in production and generation of value (Koskela 1992; Womack and
Jones 1996; Alarcon 1997). A number of studies have been
conducted to date in order to refine the thinking process and
develop methods to implement lean production in construction. However, no computer tools have yet been developed for
field-level use. Several of the lean production techniques identified by Womack and Jones (1996) have been implemented
in WorkPlan:
• Clearly documenting, updating, and constantly reporting
the status of all process flows to all involved, so each
person knows what others do and understands the implications of the quality of their own work on the quality of
the process output.
WorkPlan stores all information in a database and generates
relative information from it.
• Synchronizing and physically aligning all steps in the production process so there is little wait time for people or
machines, and virtually no staging of partially completed
products.
WorkPlan tries to eliminate unnecessary waiting times on
the site by screening work packages (Ballard and Howell
1998). Releasing work packages only when all resources are

ready allows construction to be carried out with a minimum
chance of being interrupted. As a result, fewer partially completed work packages are on site.
• Stopping the assembly line to immediately repair quality
defects. This usually is very disruptive for the process as
a whole, but there are several advantages to doing so: (1)
the flawed processing step can be corrected right away,
before numerous other assemblies have undergone the
same treatment, resulting in additional defects; and (2) it
is substantially easier and less costly to discover and repair a quality defect early on in a process rather than at
the end, after an assembly has been completed.
WorkPlan makes it possible to identify defects readily (i.e.,
reasons for deviation from the schedule) so that the scheduling
process can be rectified immediately in order to prevent the
same defect from reoccurring.
In its present implementation, WorkPlan does not treat materials as a separate resource to be allocated though material
availability can be modeled as a constraint. This omission is
intentional. A concurrent research project will result in the development of a tool to manage data pertaining to the materials
supply chain (Sadonio 1998; Sadonio et al. 1998). This tool,
named CADSaPPlan (Computer Aided Design, Sourcing, and
Procurement Planning), is to feed WorkPlan data on materials
availability on site, expected delivery dates, lead times, etc.
SUMMARY
Existing CPM-based project management tools used in construction do not provide appropriate support to field crews in
production scheduling. They do not help shield crews from
uncertainty and provide no insight into resource availability.
As an alternative, the Last Planner approach to scheduling was
presented, where work package information is tracked with the
necessary detail to plan and control on-site production. Traditional CPM-based tools release to construction what
SHOULD—instead of what CAN—be done. They essentially
provide support during project preplanning (i.e., planning prior
to the start of construction), but not during construction when
actually-needed resource levels differ from those anticipated
and available. In contrast, the Last Planner implemented in the
WorkPlan computer tool provides a method to systematically
check resource availability. This level of planning must be
performed on any project, large or small, by the crew that will
execute the work.
WorkPlan guides the user step by step through the process
of spelling out work packages, identifying constraints, checking constraint satisfaction, releasing work packages, and allocating resources; then at the end of the week, collecting field
progress data and reasons for plan failure. WorkPlan not only
allows detailed scheduling of work packages, it also integrates
various kinds of construction data so that the relationships between them are easy to see. This systematic approach helps
users work more accurately and saves time when creating
quality work plans. It also helps users learn from understanding reasons for failure.
The WorkPlan system is straightforward in concept and implementation. Though using WorkPlan requires a different
mind set than is common in current project management practice, the tool is valuable for keeping track of a large amount
of tedious details describing resources, that, when not available, could seriously hamper the productivity of field crews.
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